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Abstract
We study the problem of learning Censored Markov Random Fields (abbreviated CMRFs), which
are Markov Random Fields where some of the nodes are censored (i.e. not observed). We assume
the CMRF is high temperature but, crucially, make no assumption about its structure. This makes
structure learning impossible. Nevertheless we introduce a new definition, which we call learning
to sample, that circumvents this obstacle. We give an algorithm that can learn to sample from
a distribution within εn earthmover distance of the target distribution for any ε > 0. We obtain
stronger results when we additionally assume high girth, as well as computational lower bounds
showing that these are essentially optimal.

1. Introduction

Graphical models provide a rich framework for describing high-dimensional distributions in terms
of their dependence structure. The problem of learning undirected graphical models from data
has attracted much attention in statistics, artificial intelligence and theoretical computer science,
including work on learning graphs of bounded degrees Abbeel et al. (2006); Bresler et al. (2008);
Bresler (2015); Klivans and Meka (2017) and under conditions of correlation decay Wainwright
et al. (2006); Bresler et al. (2008).

It is natural to ask if learning can be also performed when some of the nodes are censored
(i.e. we do not observe their values). Arguably, this question is more broadly applicable than the
question of learning fully observed graphical models. Moreover this problem can serve as a building
block for generative deep networks Hinton (2009). For models with hidden nodes there are many
computational hardness results that are known to hold both in the worst-case Klivans and Sherstov
(2009) and in average-case sense Daniely and Shalev-Shwartz (2016); Bresler et al. (2019); Daniely
and Vardi (2020) even for two layer networks. Even for tree models with hidden nodes, without
additional assumption, learning is as hard as learning parity with noise Mossel and Roch (2005).
The results above either show that it is hard to learn the function that relates the input to the output,
or that it is hard to learn (properly) the structure of the network. In a different direction Bogdanov
et al. (2008) considered computational questions related to the distributions generated by Markov
Random Fields with hidden nodes. In particular, Bogdanov et al. (2008) showed that it is hard
to decide, given samples coming from one of two known MRFs whose distribution is far in total
variation, which one they are coming from.

In the positive direction, much is known for trees, where learning with no hidden nodes goes
back to the 60s Chow and Liu (1968), and where learning tree models with hidden nodes, is a
fundamental task in machine learning and phylogenetic reconstruction. Under non-degeneracy con-
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ditions, algorithms have been developed to learn the structure of such models Erdös et al. (1999);
Mossel (2007) as well as their parameters Chang (1996); Mossel and Roch (2005). There are a
handful of other models for which learning with hidden models has been established. These in-
clude sparse Ferromagnetic Ising models that are triangle-free and where hidden vertices are sepa-
rated Bresler et al. (2008), treelike models with strong correlation decay Anandkumar et al. (2013),
and Ferromagnetic Ising Boltzman machines Bresler et al. (2019).

1.1. Our Contributions

Existing work predominantly considers structure learning, where the goal is to learn the structure
of the underlying graph. When there are hidden nodes, it is clear that some additional assumptions
are needed in order to learn the structure of the graph. For example, in Bresler et al. (2008); Anand-
kumar et al. (2013) different strong assumptions are made on the dispersion of hidden nodes inside
the graph. Indeed, easy examples show that such assumptions are necessary. This can be seen for
example where the set of observed nodes is very small (say empty or contains one element). As
a different elementary example, consider that in a censored Ising model, having a censored vertex
with two incident edges can induce exactly the same effect on the probability distribution of the
visible vertices as simply having an edge of the appropriate weight between those two vertices.

A major contribution of the current paper is introducing a new learning model that can side-
step the need to make any such structural assumption. The inputs to the model are independent
samples from a censored Markov Random Field1 and the desired output is a new set of samples
that approximately come from the target distribution. We call this new learning model, learning
to sample. Not only does this allow us to provide learning algorithms without conditions on the
dispersion of hidden nodes, where structure learning is impossible, it also provides a new formalism
for how to define what it means to learn a distribution that is interesting in its own right.

For example, one of the known criticism of structure learning MRFs, is that learning the struc-
ture is often not the end goal. It is well known that sampling from a given MRF, even if it is a
bounded degree Ising model is computationally hard unless NP = RP, see (Sly, 2010; Sly and
Sun, 2012), references therein and follow up work. Thus the description of the distribution we ob-
tain when we perform structure learning might not actually help us perform the down-stream tasks
that we want.

In our main technical results we show that it is possible to learn to sample an n-vertex CMRF
in the high-temperature regime. The algorithm requires time polyε(n) to get within error εn in
earthmover distance. We obtain stronger results, where the error is o(n), if the underlying CMRF
has girth ω(1). We also furnish lower bound that show that our results are essentially the best one
can hope for. First, in the high temperature regime, we prove that if we could return a MRF whose
distribution on the observed nodes is o(n) in earth mover distance from the true distribution, then
we could learn noisy parities in polynomial time. We further show that for general low temperature
models, assuming the existence of one way functions, learning to sample from a CMRF is hard.
Finally we show that the difficulty in learning to sample is indeed computational rather than statis-
tical by providing an exponential time algorithm that learns to sample from a CRMFs using only
polynomially many samples and without any restrictions on the temperature.

1. A censored Markov Random Field (CMRF from now on) is a Markov Random Field with some censored vertices
whose values are omitted from samples as explained in definition 3.
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1.2. Terminology

Write [n] for {1, ..., n}. Given X ∈ Rm, i ∈ [m], S ⊂ [m], we let

XS := (Xj : j ∈ S), , X−S := X[m]\S = (Xj : j /∈ S), , X−i := X−{i}.

A Markov random field (MRF) is a set of variables associated with the vertices of a graph, such
that each vertex is independent of the rest of the graph conditioned on the values of its neighbors.
In this paper we focus on the case where there are two possible values for each variable and all
correlations between variables can be decomposed into pairwise correlations. As such, we recall
the following definition of the Ising model.

Definition 1 Given n > 0, an n × n symmetric matrix M with diagonal entries equal to 0, and
θ ∈ Rn, the Ising model with edge weights M and biases θ is the probability distribution over
{−1, 1}n such that if X is drawn from this distribution and x ∈ {−1, 1}n then

P[X = x] =
exp(θ · x+ 1

2x ·Mx)∑
y∈{−1,1}n exp(θ · y + 1

2y ·My)
.

We denote this probability distribution I(M,θ).

The function ZM,θ =
∑

y∈{−1,1}n exp(θ · y + 1
2y ·My) is called the partition function. For a

fixed X ∼ I(M,θ) and a vertex i, we say that i has an energy of −(θi + (MX)i). We call the model
d-sparse if in each row of M has at most d nonzero entries.

Remark 2 Almost all of our results generalize easily to other Markov random fields. To simplify
the notation we state and prove the results for Ising models. A notable exception is our result for
learning CMRFs in the correlation decay regime stated in Theorem 10

Next we define the notion of a censored Markov random field (CMRF):.

Definition 3 Given n > 0, an n×n symmetric matrixM with diagonal entries equal to 0, θ ∈ Rn,
and S ⊆ [n], the censored markov random field with edge weights M , biases θ, and visible vertices
S is the probability distribution ofXS = (Xi : i ∈ S), whereX ∼ I(M,θ). We write this distribution
IS,(M,θ) and call the vertices of Sc its censored vertices.

Our main interest is in learning CMRF in the sense that we can efficiently approximately sample
from their distribution. This is a useful goal that makes sense even when it is not possible to learn
the underlying parameters uniquely. The definition is quite subtle because in order for it to be useful
we require the learning algorithm to be able to generate new samples from a distribution that is close
to the true MRF distribution. This definition is novel even for MRFs.

Definition 4 Let P be a probability distribution over some set Ω, and d be a distance on distribu-
tions. Let A be a randomized algorithm that takes a possibly random number of samples in Ω and
returns a value in Ω. Given x ∈ Ω∞, let P (A, x) denote the probability distribution of the output
of A if the first sample it receives is x1, the second sample it receives is x2 and so on. We say that
A learns P with distortion ε with respect to d if

Ex∼P∞ [d(P (A, x), P )] ≤ ε.
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Remark 5 This definition is subtle, and undergirds the entire paper. First, it is natural to wonder
why a simple algorithm, such as outputting the first sample from the sequence x, does not accom-
plish the task above. The key point is the distance between the output of A and P is computed after
we condition on the sequence. Thus an algorithm cannot merely parrot its input. The algorithm does
not necessarily need to learn the parameters that define P (such as the interactions and external
fields in an Ising model) but it does need to have some other efficient mechanism for representing it
so that it can generate genuinely new samples.

Remark 6 For instance, let P be the probability distribution that is 1 with probability q and 0 with
probability 1−q, and letA be an algorithm that attempts to learn P . For any (x1, x2, ...) ∈ {0, 1}∞,
we can define q′(x1, x2, ...) = E[A(x1, ...)] and observe that the total variation distance between P
and P (A, x) is |q′(x) − q|. So, the algorithm that ignores all samples and returns a random value
learns P with distortion |1/2− q| while the algorithm that returns the first sample it receives learns
P with distortion 2q(1−q) and the algorithm that returns a random one of its first k samples learns
P with distortion O(1/

√
k).

In other words, an algorithm learns a given probability distribution with low distortion with
respect to d, if for most random inputs, the probability distribution of the algorithm’s output when it
is given those samples is similar to the original probability distribution. Throughout this paper, we
will be studying the difficulty of learning a CMRF with respect to the earthmover distance.

Definition 7 Let P,Q be two probability distributions on the same space Ωn. The earth-mover
distance between P,Q, denoted W (P,Q) is given by:

W (P,Q) = inf{Eµ[
n∑
i=1

1(xi 6= yi)] : µ1 = P, µ2 = Q},

where the infimum is taken over all couplings µ of P,Q. If A is a randomized algorithm with output
in Ωn, and P (A, x) denotes the distribution of the output of A on input x, we write WQ(A,Q) for
E[W (Q,P (A,X))], where X = X1, X2, . . ., where Xi are i.i.d. samples from Q.

Our goal in this paper is to find efficient algorithmsA for whichWIS,(M,θ)
(A, IS,(M,θ)) is small.

1.3. Main Results

A key insight from decades of research on Markov random fields distinguishes between two types of
regimes for MRFs. In the low temperature regime: (1) the parameters (Mv,u in our case) are “big”
(2) there are long range correlations or (3) Glauber dynamics converges slowly to the stationary
distribution. Moreover in the low temperature regime, there are graphs where approximate sampling
is hard unless NP = RP, see Sly (2009); Sly and Sun (2012). In the high temperature regime: (1)
the parameters (Mv,u in our case) are small (2) there are no long range correlations or (3) Glauber
dynamics mixes rapidly.

Given the computational hardness of sampling from given low-temperature MRFs, we can only
expect to learn to sample from high-temperature CMRFs. This is formalized in Theorem 46, which
states the following.
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Theorem 8 Let A be an algorithm that attempts to learn a CMRF from samples, runs in time
polynomial in the total number of vertices in the CMRF, and outputs a new value. If one way func-
tions exist, then there exists a family In of CMRFs with n visible vertices such that WIn(A, In) =
(1/2− o(1))n.

The reason this is not immediate from the hardness of sampling for low temperature models, is that
the results proving hardness of sampling for MRFs are given as input the specification of the MRF,
while we are given samples from the CMRF. In our main positive result we show that it is possible
to learn (sufficiently) high temperature Ising models.

Theorem 9 For high temperature Ising models, for every ε > 0, there is a polynomial time algo-
rithm that learns to sample CMRFs with earth-mover error εn and polynomial time.

See Theorem 16 for the formal statement of the theorem. Interestingly, in Theorem 18 we
improve the result above in the case of high-girth CMRFs.

Theorem 10 For high temperature Ising models with girth ω(1), there is a polynomial time algo-
rithm that learns to sample CMRFs with earth-mover error o(n) and polynomial time.

We note that our proofs use O(log2 n) samples in Theorem 9 and n samples in Theorem 10.
It is natural to ask if it is possible to learn with o(n) error in earth-mover distance for gen-

eral high-temperature CMRFs. We suspect that it is not, and prove the following result, which is
formalized as Theorem 17, in order to support this belief.

Theorem 11 Unless it is possible to efficiently learn a sparse parity function from noisy samples
there is no efficient algorithm that properly learns high temperature CMRFs with earthmover dis-
tortion o(n).

Remark 12 One way to think about learning to sample is in terms of data augmentation. For
example, in Theorem 9, given O(log n) samples we can generate polynomial many samples that are
close to the original distribution. This could be useful for downstream tasks. Unfortunately, the
εn earthmover distortion limits the accuracy with which we can perform these tasks and Theorem
11 suggests that it might be computationally intractable to generate better synthetic samples in the
general high temperature case. In practice, it would likely be more useful to do more careful analysis
of the models used to generate samples rather than treating them as black boxes. For instance, all of
our algorithms that learn to sample can be easily modified to generate samples from the probability
distribution conditioned on some vertices taking on specified values with a level of distortion equal
to that of the standard versions.

Finally, we show that the obstacle for learning to sample CMRFs is computational and not
information-theoretical as we show the following

Theorem 13 There exists an exponential time algorithm that learns any CMRF to within o(n)
earthmover distortion from a polynomial number of samples.

This is formalized as Theorem 43.
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1.4. Proof technique

Our main technique for proving that we can learn to sample from high temperature CMRFs will be
to use the fact that if we have a sufficiently good approximation of the probability distribution of
each visible vertex given the values of the other visible vertices then we can approximately sample
from the MRF by using the approximation of the Glauber dynamics that we define in section 2.
Then, we will show that due to correlation decay every visible vertex has a small set of other visible
vertices such that its probability distribution given their values is always within ε of its probability
distribution given the values of all other visible vertices. We will be able to find such a set by
comparing all small subsets of visible vertices, which will allow us to sample from the appropriate
probability distribution with distortion εn for any ε. Furthermore, in the high girth case we will be
able to find every vertex that is connected to a given vertex by a short, high-weight path, allowing us
to estimate its probability distribution given the values of all other visible vertices with error o(1).

As a counterpoint to that, we will show that we can construct high temperature CMRFs with
hidden gadgets that cause some sets of vertices to have a specific parity with an elevated probability.
So, finding parameters of a high temperature CMRF that is within earthmover distance o(n) of them
would imply the ability to efficiently learn a noisy sparse parity function.

In the low temperature case, we will show that given unlimited computational resources we can
construct an exponentially long list of CMRFs such that every CMRF on n vertices is approximately
equal to one of them. Then given a polynomial number of samples we can ensure that the element of
the list that best fits the samples is close to the sampled CMRF with high probability. However, we
will also show that if one way functions exist we can set up gadgets that cause the visible vertices to
take on one of a polynomial number of pseudorandom values. That means that successfully learning
to sample from that CMRF would allow us to distinguish the pseudorandom function from a true
random function by checking if our algorithm can predict samples we have not seen yet.

2. Approximate Glauber Dynamics at High Temperatures

The connection between temperature, decay of correlation and rate of converge for Glauber dynam-
ics goes back to the work of Dobrushin and Dobrushin and Shlosman Dobrushin (1970); Künsch
(1982); Dobrushin and Shlosman (1985), see also Martinelli (1999); Weitz and Sinclair (2004)
among many other references. In this section we extend the results of Dobrushin and Dobrushin
and Shlosman to the context of learning CMRFs. The main observation is that the arguments of
Dobrushin and Dobrushin and Shlosman can be extended to much more general scenarios. Since
the proofs are similar to classical arguments in this theory we defer them to the appendix.
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Algorithm 1 Γ̃ - APPROXIMATEMRFMCMC

Input: A positive integer T , x(0) ∈ {−1, 1}n, and a function f .
Output: An attempt at a sample from the desired distribution.
Set x = x(0).
for 0 ≤ t < T do

Randomly select v ∈ [n].
Randomly select p from the uniform distribution on [0, 1].
if p < fv(x−v) then

set xv = 1
else

set xv = −1
end if

end for
return x.

We will consider a natural generalization of Glauber dynamics as given in Algorithm 1. Usually
Glauber dynamics is run in the setting where the parameters of the MRF are known, in which case
we can set

fv = PX∼I(M,θ) [Xv = 1|X−v = x−v]

and after sufficiently many steps it would generate a sample from I(M,θ). The key idea behind
our approach is that while we will not be able to learn M and θ in any reasonable sense, we can
still approximate the above marginal distribution with another function fv that we can learn from
samples, even if some of the variables are censored. In this section we show that a good enough
approximation fv to the true marginal distribution is sufficient to guarantee that Algorithm 1 outputs
a sample from a distribution that is close to I(M,θ) after a polynomial number of steps, provided that
we are in a high-temperature setting.

Algorithm 2 Γ - GLAUBERDYNAMICSWITHBOUNDARYCONDITIONS

Input: The parameters M, θ of the desired Ising model, an initial value x(0) ∈ {−1, 1}n, a
positive integer τ , and a set W ⊆ [n].
Output: An attempt at a sample from the Ising model conditioned on the given values of the
vertices not in W .
Set x = x(0).
for 0 ≤ t < τ do

Randomly select v ∈W .
Randomly select p from the uniform distribution on [0, 1].
if p < PX∼I(M,θ) [Xv = −1|X−v = x−v] then

set xv = −1.
else

set xv = 1.
end if

end for
return x.
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We can also specialize Algorithm 1 in a different way to obtain a standard variant of Glauber
dynamics onW with “boundary conditions” inW c. See Algorithm 2. The fact that v will always be
in W ensures that variables that are not in W will maintain their original value. However, as T goes
to infinity, the probability distribution of the output of Γ(M, θ, x(0), T,W ) will get arbitrarily close
to the probability distribution of X ∼ I(M,θ) conditioned on X−W = x

(0)
−W . As mentioned earlier,

in low temperatures it could take an exponentially large number of time steps for the probability
distribution of Γ(M, θ, x(0), T,W ) to give a reasonable approximation of the desired probability
distribution. However, in high temperatures a polynomially large τ is sufficient. In order to formal-
ize this, we will use a slight variant of the definitions used in Weitz and Sinclair (2004):

By the classical results of Dobrushin (1970); Künsch (1982); Dobrushin and Shlosman (1985),
if either the total influence of every vertex is less than 1 or the total influence on every vertex is less
than 1 then Algorithm 2 attains a probability distribution similar to the true probability distribution
of the MRF efficiently.

We note that for any vertex v, the total influence of v and the total influence on v are both less
than or equal to ∑

u6=v
tanh(|Mv,u|) ≤

∑
u6=v
|Mv,u|

Thus a natural measure of the inverse temperature is the quantity maxv
∑

u |Mv,u|.
Our main result in this section is the following:

Theorem 14 Let 0 < ε, β < 1 be constants. Let n be a positive integer and X ∈ {−1, 1}n be a
random vector such that for all v ∈ [n] and x ∈ {−1, 1}n,∑
u∈[n]\{v}

∣∣P[Xu = 1|X−{v,u} = x−{v,u}, Xv = 1]− P[Xu = 1|X−{v,u} = x−{v,u}, Xv = −1]
∣∣ ≤ β

For each v ∈ [n], let fv : {−1, 1}n−1 → [0, 1] be a function such that
n∑
v=1

|fv(x−v)− P[Xv = 1|X−v = x−v]| ≤ εn

for all x ∈ {−1, 1}n. Then the probability distribution of the output of Γ̃(f, x(0), n ln(n)) is within
an earthmover distance of (2ε/(1− β) + o(1))n of the probability distribution of X .

We will also use the following theorem and corollaries whose proofs are very similar to the
proofs in Dobrushin (1970); Künsch (1982); Dobrushin and Shlosman (1985) .

Theorem 15 Let b > 0 and d and n be positive integers such that bd < 1. Let θ ∈ Rn and M be
an n × n symmetric matrix such that Mi,i = 0 for all i, |Mi,j | ≤ b for all i and j, and for each i
there are at most d values of j for which Mi,j 6= 0. Let S ⊆ [n], x ∈ {−1, 1}n, v, u 6∈ S. Also, let
N ∈ Rn×n such that Ni,j = |Mi,j | if i, j 6∈ S and 0 otherwise. Then if X ∼ I(A,θ),

|P [xv = 1|XS = xS , Xu = 1]− P [xv = 1|XS = xS , Xu = −1] | ≤
∞∑
k=0

Nk
v,u

where we consider N0 = I .

The proof as well as the statement and proofs of corollaries 27 and 28 can be found in the
appendix.
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3. Learning high temperature CMRFs

3.1. Probability approximation in the high temperature CMRF

Now, consider trying to learn a high temperature CMRF. The main result of this section is that for
every ε > 0 there is a polynomial time algorithm that uses samples drawn from a CMRF to learn a
probability distribution that is within an earth mover distance of εn from the original. More formally
we prove:

Theorem 16 Let ε, b, d > 0 such that bd < 1/2. There exists c, C > 0 and an algorithm A′ such
that the following holds. Let n > 0 and S ⊆ [n]. Next, let θ ∈ [−b, b]n and M be an n × n
symmetric matrix such that Mi,i = 0 for all i, |Mi,j | ≤ b for all i and j, and for each i there are at
most d values of j for which Mi,j 6= 0. Then A′ runs in O(nc) time and satisfies

WIS(M,θ)
(A′, IS(M,θ)) ≤ εn+ C.

It is natural to ask if it is possible to obtain stronger results. For example: can we get a o(n)
approximation in earth mover distance in polynomial time, or can we get a good approximation
in total variation distance. The following result indicates that this might not be computationally
possible. The result shows that it is computationally hard to find a CMRF whose distribution is
close to the desired distribution. Note that finding a CMRF whose distribution is close to the desired
distribution is in principle harder than learning to sample. This is similar to the distinction between
proper and improper learning. The hardness reduction is to the problem of learning sparse parities
with noise, see Grigorescu et al. (2011).

Theorem 17 Let b, c, d, k > 0, such that d ≥ 8 and b(d+1) ≤ 1/2, and let δb = sinh4(2b)

2 cosh4(2b)−sinh4(2b)

and ε = 2−(2k+8)δkb /(k + 1). Also, for n > 0 and S ⊆ [n], let PS,n be the probability distribution
on {−1, 1}n such that if X ∼ PS,n and x ∈ {−1, 1}n then P[X = x] = 2−n

[
1 + δkb

∏
i∈S xi

]
.

Now, assume that there is an algorithm A such that for any CMRF with n vertices, max degree
at most d, and all edge weights and biases at most b, A runs in O(nc) time, takes samples drawn
from the CMRF and returns the parameters of a CMRF that satisfies the same criteria and is within
an earth mover distance of εn of the original CMRF with probability at least 1/2. Then there is an
algorithm A′ that runs in O(nc log(n) + n3) time such that for any S ⊆ [n] with |S| = 2k+ 2, this
algorithm takes samples drawn from PS,n and returns S with probability 1− o(1).

We note that Mossel and Roch (2005) reduced the problem of learning directed hidden Markov
models to the problem of learning parities with noise. Their result is stronger in that the parities are
not sparse, but it is weaker as they consider a directed model and furthermore this model does not
have correlation decay, both of which generally make the problem much harder.

However, it turns out that if we additionally assume that the graph has high girth, then it is
possible to get within o(n) earthmover distance:

Theorem 18 Let b and d be positive constants such that bd < 1/2, n be a positive integer, r =
ω(1), and θ ∈ [−b, b]n. Also, let M be an n × n symmetric matrix such that Mi,i = 0 for all
i, |Mi,j | ≤ b for all i and j, for each i there are at most d values of j for which Mi,j 6= 0, and
every cycle in the weighted graph with adjacency matrix M has length greater than r. Finally, let
S ⊆ [n]. Then there exists an algorithm A that runs in polynomial time and such that

WIS(M,θ)
(A, IS(M,θ)) ≤ o(n).
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3.2. High Temperature Learning to Sample

In order to prove Theorem 16 we will first recall that for every ε′, there exists r such that the
probability that a visible vertex is 1 given an assignment of values to the other visible vertices is
always within ε′ of its probability of being 1 given the values of the visible vertices that are within
r edges of it by corollary 28. So, for every visible vertex in a CMRF, there is a small set of other
visible vertices that can be used to predict its value with an accuracy that is nearly as good as the
best that can be attained given the values of all other visible vertices. We next show that we can
efficiently find such a set without knowing the parameters of the CMRF. Our plan for this is to
simply try every small subset of visible vertices. Similarly to Bresler et al. (2008), we do this by
checking every small subset against every other small subset. More formally, we prove the following
lemma whose proof can be found in the appendix.

Lemma 19 Let ε, b, d > 0 such that bd < 1. There exists c > 0 and an algorithm L such that the
following holds. Let n > 0 and S ⊆ [n]. Next, let θ ∈ [−b, b]n and M be an n × n symmetric
matrix such that Mi,i = 0 for all i, |Mi,j | ≤ b for all i and j, and for each i there are at most d
values of j for which Mi,j 6= 0. Given the value of n and the ability to query samples from IS(M,θ),
L runs in O(nc) time and with probability 1 − o(1) it returns a collection of sets S′1, ..., S

′
n ⊆ S

such that for every v ∈ S, v 6∈ S′v, |S′v| ≤ c, and if X ∼ IS(M,θ) then∣∣P[Xv = 1|XS′v = xS′v ]− P[Xv = 1|XS\{v} = xS\{v}]
∣∣ ≤ ε

for every x.

We can now prove Theorem 16.
Proof First of all, let ε′ = ε(1−2bd)

4(1−bd) andX ∼ IS(M,θ). By the previous lemma, there exists a constant

c′ and an algorithmL that runs inO(nc
′
) time that finds S′1, ..., S

′
n such that with probability 1−o(1),

v 6∈ S′v, |S′v| ≤ c′, and |P[Xv = 1|XS′v = xS′v ] − |P[Xv = 1|XS\{v} = xS\{v}]| ≤ ε′ for every
v ∈ S and x ∈ {−1, 1}n. Now, recall that if |S′v| ≤ c′ and x ∈ {−1, 1}n, then P[Xv = xv, XS′v =

xS′v ] ≥ 2−c
′−1e−2b(d+1)(c′+1). That is a constant, and there are O(n) possible choices of a vertex

v and an assignment of values to the vertices in S′v, so we only need a polynomial number of
additional samples to get at least ln2(n) samples in which S′v takes on each possible value for
every v with high probability. Furthermore, the fraction of these samples for which Xv = 1 is
within ε′ of P[Xv = 1|XS′v = xS′v ] for every such v and x with high probability. So, if we run
L and it outputs S′ of appropriate sizes, we can find functions fv : {−1, 1}|S′v | → [0, 1] such that
|fv(xS′v)− P[Xv = 1|XS′v = xS′v ]| ≤ ε′ for all v ∈ S and x ∈ {−1, 1}n with probability 1− o(1)
in polynomial time. In particular, if L succeeds and this holds then

|fv(xS′v)− P[Xv = 1|XS\{v} = xS\{v}]| ≤ 2ε′

for all v ∈ S and x ∈ {−1, 1}n by the triangle inequality. So, L′ will run L, attempt to find such
f , and then run Γ̃

(
f ′, {1}|S|, n ln(n)

)
and return the result, where f ′v(x) = fv(xS′v) for all v and

x. By theorem 31 and corollary 27, the probability distribution of the output of L′ will be within an
earthmover distance of

(
4ε′/

(
1− bd

1−bd

)
+ o(1)

)
n = εn+ o(n) of IS(M,θ), as desired.

10
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3.3. Parity gadgets and the high temperature CMRF

We now prove Theorem 17.
To prove the theorem, we will construct gadgets that force a set of vertices to have a given parity

with probability nontrivially greater than 1/2. That will allow us to set parameters for a CMRF
such that the visible vertices are divided into small sets each of which takes on a specific parity
with nontrivial probability and are otherwise independent. That will allow us to convert any proper
learning algorithm for the high-temperature CMRF to an algorithm for learning k-parities with
noise. That means that no efficient proper learning algorithm for the high temperature CMRF gets
within distance o(n) unless there is an algorithm that learns k-parities with noise in time f(k)nO(1).
Our first step to proving this is to demonstrate a parity gadget. As such, we define the following.

Definition 20 For any b > 0, Hb is the weighted graph defined as follows. Hb has 8 vertices, v1,
v2, v3, v4, u1, u2, u3, and u4. For each i, there is an edge of weight b between vi and ui, and for
each j 6= i, there is an edge of weight −b between vi and uj .

This functions as a parity gadget in the following sense

Lemma 21 Let b > 0 and X be drawn from an MRF corresponding to Hb, with all biases set to 0.
Then for each x ∈ {−1, 1}4,

P[Xv1,v2,v3,v4 = x] =
1

16
(1 + δb)

4∏
i=1

xi

The proof is provided in Appendix C
The gadget above is a start, but it only works on 4 vertices. We want ones that can effect

arbitrarily large numbers. To do that, we take multiple copies of Hb and combine them as follows.

Definition 22 For any b > 0 and positive integer k, Hb[k] is the weighted graph formed by taking
k copies of Hb and then identifying the v4 from the ith copy of Hb with v1 from the (i + 1)th copy
of Hb for 1 ≤ i < k. We will refer to the copies of v1, v2, v3, and v4 that were not identified with
other vertices as the focus vertices, and the other vertices in Hb[k] as the background vertices.

This functions as a parity gadget in the following sense. The proof can be found at Appendix C

Lemma 23 Let b > 0, k be a positive integer, X be drawn from an MRF corresponding to Hb[k]

with all biases set to 0, and x ∈ {−1, 1}2k+2. The probability that the focus vertices take on the
values given by x is 2−(2k+2)

[
1 + δkb

∏
xi
]
.

This means that if we make a CMRF by taking some copies ofHb[k], censoring their background
vertices, and then adding in some extra vertices with no edges, we will get a CMRF that looks like
a uniform distribution, but has noisy parities hidden in it. Unless we can find these parities, no
CMRF that we construct in an attempt to duplicate this one will be quite right. We can now prove
Theorem 17.

Proof In order to prove this, we will show that we can convert PS,n into an CMRF, and then extract
S from the field’s edge weights. We can assume without loss of generality that S is a random subset
of [n] with cardinality 2k + 2 because randomly permuting the indices converts the worst case

11
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version of the problem of determining S given samples drawn from PS,n to the average case version
of this problem. We will also refer to S as S1. Our algorithm will start by randomly selecting
m − 1 disjoint sets of size 2k + 2 in [n], S2, ..., Sm where m = bn/(4k + 4)c. Now, let P ′ be
the probability distribution of the sequences produced by drawing X ∼ PS,n and then replacing the
elements indexed by Si with a tuple drawn from P[2k+2],2k+2 for each i > 1. Our algorithm can
easily generate a sample from P ′ by drawing a sample from PS,n and then making the necessary
replacements. Also, with probability at least 2−(2k+2), S will be disjoint from Si for all i > 1. If
this holds, X ∼ P ′, and x ∈ {−1, 1}n then P[X = x] = 2−n

∏m
i=1

[
1 + δkb

∏
j∈Si xj

]
.

In particular, P ′ is the same as the CMRF where we have n −m(2k + 2) visible vertices with
no edges and bias 0, and m copies of Hb[k] with the Si as their sets of target vertices and their
background vertices censored. So, we can run A′ on P ′ to get a CMRF M with degrees at most d,
weights and biases at most b, and an earth mover distance of at most 2εn from P ′ with probability
at least 1/2. For large n, if this occurs then it must be the case that for at least half of 1 ≤ i ≤ m it
is the case that for all x ∈ {−1, 1}2k+2, and X ′ ∼M ,∣∣∣P[X ′Si = x]− 2−(2k+2)[1 + δkb

∏
xj ]
∣∣∣ ≤ 2−(2k+2)δkb /2

In particular, by symmetry between the Si, this must then hold for S with probability at least 1/2.
If this holds for S, then that means that for any v, u ∈ S, and conditioned on any fixed values

of the entries of X ′ corresponding to the other elements of S, the correlation between X ′v and X ′u
has absolute value at least δkb /2. That implies that the distance between v and u on the graph given
by M is at most 2− k log2(δb) due to the high temperature and low degree properties of M . There
are at most d4k+2−k(2k+1) log2(δb)n sets of 2k+ 2 vertices in M such that at least one of the vertices
is visible and all of the vertices are within distance 2 − k log2(δb) of each other. So, it only takes
O(n2) time to find them all. This collection of sets contains S with a probability of at least 2−2k−4.
So, if we carry out this entire procedure ln(n) times, then we will get a collection of O(n log(n))
sets such that S is in the collection with probability 1 − o(1). Then, it only takes O(n log3(n))
time to draw ln2(n) more samples from PS,n and check which of these set’s variables have product
1 most often. That will be S with probability 1 − o(1). This algorithm makes O(log(n)) calls to
A, and the rest of the algorithm runs in O(n3) time. So, this runs in O(nc log(n) + n3) time, as
desired.

Remark 24 If we removed the requirement that the CMRF output by A had to satisfy the same high
temperature and low degree properties as the original graph, this argument would not work. The
problem is that it would be possible to encode the samples in the censored portion of the graph, and
then build gadgets to recover the Si from the samples. That would allow us to make the probability
distribution of the visible vertices come out right without there being any obvious efficient way to
determine the Si from the parameters of the CMRF. If A were required to learn to compute the
probability distribution of a vertex given an assignement of values to the other vertices instead of
giving the parameters of a CMRF then this argument would be mostly unchanged.

Remark 25 This does not carry over to the low temperature case. With sufficiently loose restric-
tions on the edge weights it is possible to encode samples in the censored part of the graph, build
gadgets that force a designated set of vertices to encode S, and then use more gadgets to impose
the correct probability distribution on the visible vertices. Admittedly, this would probably require
ω(n) censored vertices, so you would need a bigger graph.

12
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Appendix A. Glauber Dynamics and Correlation Decay

We begin by restating Theorem 26 and some of its corollaries.

Theorem 26 Let b > 0 and d and n be positive integers such that bd < 1. Next, let θ ∈ Rn and M
be an n× n symmetric matrix such that Mi,i = 0 for all i, |Mi,j | ≤ b for all i and j, and for each i
there are at most d values of j for which Mi,j 6= 0. Next, let S ⊆ [n], x ∈ {−1, 1}n, v, u 6∈ S. Also,
let N ∈ Rn×n such that Ni,j = |Mi,j | if i, j 6∈ S and 0 otherwise. Then if X ∼ I(M,θ),

|P [xv = 1|XS = xS , Xu = 1]− P [xv = 1|XS = xS , Xu = −1] | ≤
∞∑
k=0

Nk
v,u

where we consider N0 to be the identity matrix.

Corollary 27 Let b > 0 and d and n be positive integers such that bd < 1. Let θ ∈ Rn and M be
an n × n symmetric matrix such that Mi,i = 0 for all i, |Mi,j | ≤ b for all i and j, and for each i
there are at most d values of j for which Mi,j 6= 0. Let S ⊆ [n], x ∈ {−1, 1}n, v, u 6∈ S. Then∑
u∈S:u6=v

∣∣P[Xu = 1|XS\{v,u} = xS\{v,u}, Xv = 1]− P[Xu = 1|XS\{v,u} = xS\{v,u}, Xv = −1]
∣∣ ≤ bd/(1−bd)

Corollary 28 Let b, r, δ ≥ 0 and d and n be positive integers such that bd < 1. Next, let θ ∈ Rn
and M be an n×n symmetric matrix such that Mi,i = 0 for all i, |Mi,j | ≤ b for all i and j, and for
each i there are at most d values of j for which Mi,j 6= 0. Next, let S ⊆ [n], v ∈ S, x ∈ {−1, 1}n,
and G be the graph with adjacency matrix M . Now, let S′ be a subset of S containing all vertices
that are connected to v in G by a path of length less than r in which every edge has a weight with
an absolute value of at least δ, except for v itself. Also, let X ∼ IS(M,θ). Then∣∣P[Xv = 1|XS\{v} = xS\{v}]− P[Xv = 1|XS′ = xS′ ]

∣∣ ≤ [dδ + (bd)r]/(1− bd)

Proof In order to prove this, we are going to use Γ to draw samples from the appropriate MRF
conditioned on both partial assignments and compare them. First, define x(0) and y(0) such that
x

(0)
u = 1, y(0)

u = −1, and x(0)
i = y

(0)
i = xi for all i 6= u. Next, let S′ = [n]\(S ∪ {u}), and

randomly select v(t) ∈ S′ and p(t) ∈ [0, 1] for each t ≥ 0. Now, for each t > 0, let x(t) be the value
returned by Γ(M, θ, x(0), t, S′) if the algorithm selects v(t′) and p(t′) in step t′ for each 0 ≤ t′ < t.
Likewise, for each t > 0, let y(t) be the value returned by Γ(M, θ, y(0), t, S′) if the algorithm selects
v(t′) and p(t′) in step t′ for each 0 ≤ t′ < t. This leaves the probability distribution of the algorithm’s
randomness unchanged, so for any w,

lim
t→∞

P
[
x(t)
w = 1

]
= PX∼MRFM,θ [Xw = 1|XS = xS , Xu = 1]
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and
lim
t→∞

P
[
y(t)
w = 1

]
= PX∼MRFM,θ [Xw = 1|XS = xS , Xu = −1]

Now, for each t and w, let P (t)
w = P

[
x

(t)
w 6= y

(t)
w

]
, and observe that for any t > 0 and w ∈ S′,

P (t)
w ≤

|S′| − 1

|S′|
P (t−1)
w +

1

|S′|
∑
w′∈[n]

|Mw,w′ | · P
(t−1)
w′

So,

lim sup
t→∞

P (t)
w ≤ lim sup

t→∞

∑
w′∈[n]

|Mw,w′ | · P
(t)
w′

= lim sup
t→∞

[
|Mw,u| · P (t)

u +
∑
w′∈S

|Mw,w′ | · P
(t)
w′ +

∑
w′∈S′

|Mw,w′ | · P
(t)
w′

]

= lim sup
t→∞

[
|Mw,u| · 1 +

∑
w′∈S

|Mw,w′ | · 0 +
∑
w′∈S′

|Mw,w′ | · P
(t)
w′

]
= |Mw,u|+ lim sup

t→∞

∑
w′∈S′

|Mw,w′ | · P
(t)
w′

= Nw,u + lim sup
t→∞

∑
w′∈S′

Nw,w′ · P
(t)
w′

Applying this repeatedly gives us that

lim sup
t→∞

P (t)
w ≤

∞∑
k=1

Nk
w,u

In particular, if v 6= u then

|P [xv = 1|XS = xS , Xu = 1]− P [xv = 1|XS = xS , Xu = −1] |

=
∣∣∣ lim
t→∞

(
P
[
x(t)
v = 1

]
− P

[
y(t)
v = 1

])∣∣∣
≤ lim sup

t→∞
P (t)
v

≤
∞∑
k=1

Nk
v,u

Also, if v = u then

|P [xv = 1|XS = xS , Xu = 1]− P [xv = 1|XS = xS , Xu = −1] | = 1 ≤
∞∑
k=0

Nk
v,v.
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Corollary 29 Let b > 0 and d and n be positive integers such that bd < 1. Next, let θ ∈ Rn and M
be an n× n symmetric matrix such that Mi,i = 0 for all i, |Mi,j | ≤ b for all i and j, and for each i
there are at most d values of j for which Mi,j 6= 0. Next, let S ⊆ [n], x ∈ {−1, 1}n, v, u 6∈ S. Then∑
u∈S:u6=v

∣∣P[Xu = 1|XS\{v,u} = xS\{v,u}, Xv = 1]− P[Xu = 1|XS\{v,u} = xS\{v,u}, Xv = −1]
∣∣ ≤ bd/(1−bd)

Proof First of all, let N ∈ Rn×n such that Ni,j = |Mi,j | for all i and j. Also, for each v, u ∈ S, let
M (v,u) ∈ Rn×n such that M (v,u)

i,j = |Ai,j | if i, j 6∈ S\{v, u} and 0 otherwise.∑
u∈S:u6=v

∣∣P[Xu = 1|XS\{v,u} = xS\{v,u}, Xv = 1]− P[Xu = 1|XS\{v,u} = xS\{v,u}, Xv = −1]
∣∣

≤
∑

u∈S:u6=v

∞∑
k=0

(M (v,u))kv,u ≤
∑

u∈S:u6=v

∞∑
k=0

Nk
v,u

=
∑

u∈S:u6=v

∞∑
k=1

Nk
v,u =

∞∑
k=1

∑
u∈S:u6=v

Nk
v,u ≤

∞∑
k=1

(bd)k ≤ bd/(1− bd).

Corollary 30 Let b, r, δ ≥ 0 and d and n be positive integers such that bd < 1. Next, let θ ∈ Rn
and A be an n× n symmetric matrix such that Ai,i = 0 for all i, |Ai,j | ≤ b for all i and j, and for
each i there are at most d values of j for which Ai,j 6= 0. Next, let S ⊆ [n], v ∈ S, x ∈ {−1, 1}n,
andG be the graph with adjacency matrixA. Now, let S′ be a subset of S which contains as a subset
the set of all vertices that are connected to v inG by a path of length less than r in which every edge
has a weight with an absolute value of at least δ, except for v itself. Also, let X ∼ IS(M,θ). Then∣∣P[Xv = 1|XS\{v} = xS\{v}]− P[Xv = 1|XS′ = xS′ ]

∣∣ ≤ [dδ + (bd)r]/(1− bd)

Proof LetN ∈ Rn×n such thatNi,j = |Mi,j | for all i and j. Next, for each u ∈ S, letM (u) ∈ Rn×n

such that M (u)
i,j is |Mi,j | if i, j 6∈ S\{v, u} and 0 otherwise. Now, let x′ ∈ {−1, 1}n such that

x′u = xu for all u ∈ S′. Next, for each 0 ≤ u ≤ n, let x(u) ∈ Rn such that

x(u)
w =

{
xw if w > u

x′w if w ≤ u

Now, observe that writing U = S\(S′ ∪ {v}),∣∣∣P [Xv = 1
∣∣XS\{v} = xS\{v}

]
− P

[
Xv = 1

∣∣∣XS\{v} = x′S\{v}

]∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣P [Xv = 1

∣∣∣XS\{v} = x
(0)
S\{v}

]
− P

[
Xv = 1

∣∣∣XS\{v} = x
(n)
S\{v}

]∣∣∣
≤

n∑
w=1

∣∣∣P [Xv = 1
∣∣∣XS\{v} = x

(w−1)
S\{v}

]
− P

[
Xv = 1

∣∣∣XS\{v} = x
(w)
S\{v}

]∣∣∣
=
∑
w∈U

∣∣∣P [Xv = 1
∣∣∣XS\{v} = x

(w−1)
S\{v}

]
− P

[
Xv = 1

∣∣∣XS\{v} = x
(w)
S\{v}

]∣∣∣
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By Theorem 26, this is at most

∑
w∈U

∞∑
k=0

(
M (w)

)k
v,w
≤
∑
w∈U

∞∑
k=0

(N)kv,w

≤
∞∑
k=0

∑
w∈U

(N)kv,w

=
r−1∑
k=1

∑
w∈U

(N)kv,w +
∞∑
k=r

∑
w∈U

(N)kv,w

≤
r−1∑
k=1

dkδbk−1 +
∞∑
k=r

(bd)k

≤ dδ

1− bd
+

(bd)r

1− bd
=
dδ + (bd)r

1− bd

Now, observe that P[Xv = 1|XS′ = xS′ ] is a weighted average of expressions of the form
P[Xv = 1|XS′ = xS′ , XU = x′′]. By the previous argument, every such probability must be within
[dδ + (bd)r]/(1− bd) of P[Xv = 1|XS\{v} = xS\{v}], so P[Xv = 1|XS′ = xS′ ] is as well.

Theorem 31 Let 0 < ε, β < 1 be constants. Next, let n be a positive integer and X ∈ {−1, 1}n
be a random variable such that for all v ∈ [n] and x ∈ {−1, 1}n,∑
u∈[n]\{v}

∣∣P[Xu = 1|X−{v,u} = x−{v,u}, Xv = 1]− P[Xu = 1|X−{v,u} = x−{v,u}, Xv = −1]
∣∣ ≤ β

Next, for each v ∈ [n], let f : {−1, 1}n−1 → [0, 1] be a function such that

n∑
v=1

|fv(x−v)− P[Xv = 1|X−v = x−v]| ≤ εn

for all x ∈ {−1, 1}n. Then the probability distribution of the output of Γ̃(f, x(0), n ln(n)) is within
an earthmover distance of (2ε/(1− β) + o(1))n of the probability distribution of X .

Proof First, let x(0) = y(0) = {1}n and z(0) be a random sample from the probability distribution
of X . Also, let f?v (x) = P[Xv = 1|X−v = x] for all v ∈ [n] and x ∈ {−1, 1}n−1. The probability
distribution of the output of Γ̃(f?, z(0), n ln(n)) is the same as the probability distribution of X be-
cause the probability distribution of z(0) is the same as the probability distribution ofX , and picking
a random vertex and drawing a new value for it from its probability distribution given the values of
the other vertices has no effect on the probability distribution of x. We plan to establish a coupling
to show that the probability distributions of the outputs of Γ̃(f, x(0), n ln(n)), Γ̃(f?, y(0), n ln(n)),
and Γ̃(f?, z(0), n ln(n)) are nearly the same, thus showing that they are all approximately equal to
the probability distribution of X .

In order to do that, we start by randomly selecting v(t) ∈ [n] and p(t) ∈ [0, 1] for each t ≥ 0.
Next, for each t > 0, let x(t), y(t), and z(t) be the outputs of Γ̃(f, x(0), t), Γ̃(f?, y(0), t), and
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Γ̃(f?, z(0), t) respectively if the algorithms select v(t′) and p(t′) in step t′ for each 0 ≤ t′ < t. Now,
observe that for each t > 0,

E[||z(t) − y(t)||1]

≤ n− 1

n
E[||z(t−1) − y(t−1)||1] +

1

n

n∑
v=1

2E
[∣∣∣P [Xv = 1|X−v = z

(t−1)
−v

]
− P

[
Xv = 1|X−v = y

(t−1)
−v

]∣∣∣]
≤ n− 1

n
E[||z(t−1) − y(t−1)||1] +

β

n
E[||z(t−1) − y(t−1)||1]

So, E[||z(t) − y(t)||1] ≤ e−(1−β)t/n · E[||z(0) − y(0)||1] ≤ 2ne−(1−β)t/n for all t. Similarly, for all
t > 0,

E[||x(t) − y(t)||1]

≤ n− 1

n
E[||x(t−1) − y(t−1)||1] +

1

n

n∑
v=1

2E
[∣∣∣fv (x(t−1)

−v

)
− P

[
Xv = 1|X−v = y

(t−1)
−v

]∣∣∣]
≤ n+ β − 1

n
E[||x(t−1) − y(t−1)||1] +

1

n

n∑
v=1

2E
[∣∣∣fv (x(t−1)

−v

)
− P

[
Xv = 1|X−v = x

(t−1)
−v

]∣∣∣]
≤ n+ β − 1

n
E[||x(t−1) − y(t−1)||1] + 2ε

We already know that ||x(0)−y(0)||1 = 0, so by induction on t, it must be the case thatE[||x(t)−
y(t)||1] ≤ 2εn/(1− β) for all t. In particular, if we set t = dn ln(n)e then we have that

E[||x(t) − z(t)||1]

≤ E[||x(t) − y(t)||1] + E[||y(t) − z(t)||1]

≤ 2εn/(1− β) + 2nβ

= (2ε/(1− β) + o(1))n

as desired.

In particular, both standard high temperature MRFs and high temperature CMRFs satisfy the
conditions for this to apply. So, given X drawn from one of these models, if we can learn to
estimate the probability distributions of most of the vertices given the values of the other vertices,
then we can get a reasonable approximation of the overall probability distribution of X .

Appendix B. Proof of Lemma 19 from High Temperature Learning

Here we prove Lemma 19.
Proof Given any S?1 , S

?
2 ⊆ S, let

D(S?1 , S
?
2) = max

x∈{−1,1}n

∣∣P[Xv = 1|XS?1
= xS?1 ]− P[Xv = 1|XS?2

= xS?2 ]
∣∣
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Now, let r = dlog((1−bd)ε/4)/ log(bd)e, and pick v ∈ S. Next, let S′′ be the set of all vertices
in S that are fewer than r edges away from v in the graph with adjacency matrix M , except v itself.
|S′′| ≤ dr, and by corollary 27 we know that D(S′′, S\{v}) ≤ ε/4. In particular, that implies that
D(S′′, S′′ ∪ S?) ≤ ε/4 for any S? ⊆ S\{v} because

min
x′:x′

S′′∪S?=xS′′∪S?
P[Xv = 1|XS\{v} = x′S\{v}]

≤ P[Xv = 1|XS′′∪S? = xS′′∪S? ]

≤ max
x′:x′

S′′∪S?=x′
S′′∪S?

P[Xv = 1|XS\{v} = x′S\{v}]

That in turn means that given S? ⊆ S\{v} such thatD(S?, S\{v}) > ε, it must be the case that

D(S?, S′′ ∪ S?) ≥ D(S?, S\{v})−D(S\{v}, S′′)−D(S′′, S′′ ∪ S?) > ε/2

by the triangle inequality. So, in order to find a suitable value for S′v, it suffices to find S?1 ⊆ S\{v}
such that |S?1 | ≤ dr and D(S?1 , S

?
2 ∪ S?1) ≤ ε/2 for all S?2 ⊆ S\{v} with |S?2 | ≤ dr. We know

that D(S′′, S′′ ∪ S?) ≤ ε/4 for all S? ⊆ S\{v}, so if we can find a way to estimate D sufficiently
accurately, we can find such a set by means of a brute force search.

Now, let X1, ..., Xm ∼ IS(M,θ) where m = dln2(n)e. Next, let P̃ be the empirical probability
distribution given by these samples and let D̃ be the analogue of D using P̃ instead of P . For any
u ∈ S and x ∈ {−1, 1}n, it will be the case that P[Xu = xu|X−u = x−u] ≥ e−2b−2bd/2. So, for
every S? ⊆ S, it will always be the case that P[XS? = xS? ] ≥ e−2b(1+d)|S?|2−|S

?|. That means
that |P̃[XS? = xS? ] − P[XS? = xS? ]| ≤ ε

16P[XS? = xS? ] for every S? with |S?| ≤ 2dr + 1 with
probability 1− o(1). If this holds, then for every S? ⊆ S with cardinality at most 2dr, it will be the
case that

|P̃[Xv = 1|XS? = xS? ]− P[Xv = 1|XS? = xS? ]|

=

∣∣∣P̃[Xv = 1, XS? = xS? ] · P[Xv = −1, XS? = xS? ]− P̃[Xv = −1, XS? = xS? ] · P[Xv = 1, XS? = xS? ]
∣∣∣

P̃[XS? = xS? ] · P[XS? = xS? ]

≤ εP[Xv = 1, XS? = xS? ] · P[Xv = −1, XS? = xS? ]

8P̃[XS? = xS? ] · P[XS? = xS? ]

≤ εP[Xv = 1, XS? = xS? ] · P[Xv = −1, XS? = xS? ]

4P2[XS? = xS? ]

≤ ε/16

That in turn would imply that |D̃(S?1 , S
?
2) − D(S?1 , S

?
2)| ≤ ε/8 whenever |S?1 |, |S?2 | ≤ dr. So, if

this holds we can find a suitable value of S′v by using a brute force search to find S?1 ⊆ S\{v} with
|S?1 | ≤ dr such that D̃(S?1 , S

?
1 ∪ S?2) ≤ 3ε/8 for all S?2 ⊆ S with |S?2 | ≤ dr. For a given value of

(v, S?1 , S
?
2) we can compute D̃(S?1 , S

?
1 ∪ S?2) in O(log2(n)) time, there are n possible values of v,

and for each v there are only O(n2dr) pairs of sets we will need to check, so this runs in polynomial
time.
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Appendix C. Parity Gadgets and High Temperature CMRFs

Lemma 32 Let b > 0 and X be drawn from an MRF corresponding to Hb, with all biases set to 0.
Then for each x ∈ {−1, 1}4,

P[Xv1,v2,v3,v4 = x] =
1

16
(1 + δb)

4∏
i=1

xi

Proof First, let Z be the partition function for this MRF. There are three cases we need to consider
Case 1: All entries in x are equal. If vi takes on the same value for every i, then uj can either

have energy 2b or energy −2b for each j. So, P[Xv1,v2,v3,v4 = x] = (e2b + e−2b)4/Z.
Case 2: One entry in x is different from the others. Assume without loss of generality that

x1 = 1 and x2 = x3 = x4 = −1. If the vi take on these values, u1 can have energy 4b or −4b and
uj has energy 0 for j 6= 1 regardless of its value. So, P[Xv1,v2,v3,v4 = x] = 8(e4b + e−4b)/Z.

Case 3: Two entries in x are 1 and the other two are −1. If the vi take on these values, then uj
can have energy 2b or −2b for each j. So, P[Xv1,v2,v3,v4 = x] = (e2b + e−2b)4/Z. That means that

Z = 8(e2b + e−2b)4 + 8 · 8(e4b + e−4b)

= 128[cosh4(2b) + cosh(4b)]

= 128[cosh4(2b) + sinh2(2b) + cosh2(2b)]

= 128[cosh4(2b) + cosh4(2b)− sinh4(2b)]

= 128[2 cosh4(2b)− sinh4(2b)]

For x with an even number of 1’s, P[Xv1,v2,v3,v4 = x] = 16 cosh4(2b)/Z = 1
16 + 8 sinh4(2b)/Z,

and for x with an odd number of 1’s, P[Xv1,v2,v3,v4 = x] = 16 cosh(4b)/Z = 16(cosh4(2b) −
sinh4(2b))/Z = 1

16 − 8 sinh4(2b)/Z.

Lemma 33 Let b > 0, k be a positive integer, X be drawn from an MRF corresponding to Hb[k]

with all biases set to 0, and x ∈ {−1, 1}2k+2. The probability that the focus vertices take on the
values given by x is 2−(2k+2)

[
1 + δkb

∏
xi
]
.

Proof We induct on k. The previous lemma is the k = 1 case. Now assume that this holds for k−1,
and let F be the set of focus vertices of Hb[k]. One can view Hb[k] as Hb[k−1] ∪Hb with two of the
vertices identified; let H ′ be the copy of Hb[k−1], H ′′ be the copy of Hb, and v be the vertex where
they overlap. The restriction of X to H ′ and the restriction of X to H ′′ are independent conditioned
on Xv. Also, all of the biases are 0, so the probability distribution of X is symmetric over flipping
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all of the variables. So, P[Xv = 1] = 1/2. That means that

P[XF = x] = P[XF = x,Xv = 1] + P[XF = x,Xv = −1]

=
P[XF = x|Xv = 1] + P[XF = x|Xv = −1]

2

=
∑

x′∈{−1,1}

P[XF∩H′ = xH′ |Xv = x′] · P[XF∩H′′ = xH′′ |Xv = x′]/2

=
∑

x′∈{−1,1}

2P[XF∩H′ = xH′ , Xv = x′] · P[XF∩H′′ = xH′′ , Xv = x′]

=
∑

x′∈{−1,1}

2−2k

[
1 + δk−1

b x′
∏

u∈F∩H′
xu

]
· 2−4

[
1 + δbx

′
∏

u∈F∩H′′
xu

]
· 2

= 2−2k−3

[
2 + 2δkb

∏
u∈F

xu

]

= 2−(2k+2)

[
1 + δkb

∏
u∈F

xu

]

This completes the proof.

Appendix D. Encoding Circuits with Ising Models

For completeness we recall the statement of Lemma 48.

Lemma 34 Let An be an efficient randomized algorithm that samples from some probability distri-
bution on {−1, 1}n. Then there exists a series of CMRFs, Mn, such that Mn has n visible vertices,
a total number of vertices polynomial in n, and a probability distribution that is within a total
variation distance of O(e−n) from the probability distribution of the output of An.

Our first step is to construct a NAND gadget, such as the following.

Definition 35 For any δ > 0, let Jδ be the weighted graph defined as follows. Jδ has 3 vertices, v1,
v2, and v3. There is an edge of weight −δ between v1 and v2 and edges of weight −2δ between the
other pairs of edges. When using this structure in an MRF, we will also give v1 and v2 biases of δ
and v3 a bias of 2δ.

This acts as a NAND gadget in the following sense.

Lemma 36 Let δ > 0 andX be drawn from the MRF corresponding to Jδ. Then (X1, X2) takes on
each possible pair of values with a probability in [1/4−e−4δ, 1/4+e−4δ] and P [X3 6= (X1 AND X2)] ≥
1− e−4δ.
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Proof Let Z = 4e3δ + 3e−δ + e−9δ. One can easily check that

P[X = (−1,−1,−1)] = e−9δ/Z

P[X = (1,−1,−1)] = e−δ/Z

P[X = (−1, 1,−1)] = e−δ/Z

P[X = (1, 1,−1)] = e3δ/Z

P[X = (−1,−1, 1)] = e3δ/Z

P[X = (1,−1, 1)] = e3δ/Z

P[X = (−1, 1, 1)] = e3δ/Z

P[X = (1, 1, 1)] = e−δ/Z

The desired conclusion follows immediately.

In particular, we can fuse Jδ with an existing MRF in order to add a vertex that takes on the
value corresponding to the NAND of two other vertices with high probability. More formally, we
have the following.

Lemma 37 Let δ > 1, M be an MRF and v and u be two of its vertices. Next, let M ′ be the MRF
formed by taking M , and making the following changes. The biases of v and u are increased by δ.
If there was no edge between v and u in M then there is an edge of weight −δ between them in M ′,
while if there was an edge between them it has a weight that is δ smaller in M ′ than in M . Finally,
M ′ has a new vertex v? which has a bias of 2δ, is connected to v and u by edges of weight−2δ, and
has no other edges. Now, let X ∼ M and X ′ ∼ M ′. Then the total variation distance between the
probability distribution of X and the probability distribution of the restriction of X ′ to the vertices
that M has is at most 5e−4δ and P [X ′v? 6= (X ′v AND X ′u)] ≥ 1− 5e−4δ

Proof First, observe that the biases and edge weights of M ′ are the sum of the biases and edge
weights in M with the biases and edge weights of a copy of Jδ defined on the vertices (v, u, v?).
Now, let X ′′ be drawn from that copy of Jδ. Next, let Z, Z ′ and Z ′′ be the partition functions of M ,
M ′, and Jδ respectively. It must be the case that for any possible value of X ′, x′,

Z ′ · P[X ′ = x′] =
(
Z · P[X = x′−v? ]

)
·
(
Z ′′ · P[X ′′ = x′(v,u,v?)]

)
That implies that for any x it will be the case that

P[X ′−v? = x] =
Z · Z ′′

Z ′
P[X = x] ·

(
P[X ′′ = (xv, xu, 1)] + P[X ′′ = (xv, xu,−1)]

)
=
Z · Z ′′

Z ′
P[X = x] · P[X ′′{v,u} = x{v,u}]

and the fact that these probabilities must add up to 1 implies that

Z ′

Z · Z ′′
=

∑
x′∈{−1,1}2

P[X{v,u} = x′] · P[X ′′{v,u} = x′]
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Also, we know that 1/4−e−4δ ≤ P[X ′′{v,u} = x{v,u}] ≤ 1/4+e−4δ for all x, so | Z′Z·Z′′−1/4| ≤ e−4δ

as well. That means that the total variation distance between the probability distributions of X and
X ′−v? is

1

2

∑
x′∈{−1,1}2

∣∣∣P[X{v,u} = x′]− P[X ′{v,u} = x′]
∣∣∣

=
1

2

∑
x′∈{−1,1}2

P[X{v,u} = x′] ·
∣∣∣∣1− Z · Z ′′

Z ′
· P[X ′′{v,u} = x′]

∣∣∣∣
≤ 1

2

∑
x′∈{−1,1}2

P[X{v,u} = x′] · (10e−4δ)

≤ 5e−4δ

Furthermore, for any x ∈ {−1, 1}2, it must be the case that P[X ′v? = 1|X ′{v,u} = x] = P[X ′′v? =

1|X ′′{v,u} = x]. We know that P [X ′′v? = (X ′′v AND X ′′u)] ≤ e−4δ, and X ′′{v,u} takes on each possible
value with probability at least 1/5, so P[X ′v? 6= (X ′v AND X ′u)] ≥ 1− 5e−4δ as desired.

It is well known that any polynomial sized circuit performing an arbitrary efficient computation
can be implemented by a polynomial sized circuit consisting of NAND gates only, which implies
the following.

Lemma 38 Let An be an efficient randomized algorithm that samples from some probability distri-
bution on {−1, 1}n. Then there exists a series of CMRFs, Mn, such that Mn has n visible vertices,
a total number of vertices polynomial in n, and a probability distribution that is within a total
variation distance of O(e−n) from the probability distribution of the output of An.

Proof First, observe that there must be a polynomial sized circuit made of NANDs that takes
random bits as inputs and computes the output of An when it receives those random values. So,
we can start with an MRF that has the appropriate number of independent random elements, and
then apply the modification given by the previous lemma with δ = −2n for every NAND in the
circuit. That requires a polynomial number of applications of the modification procedure, and each
application distorts the probability distribution of the previous vertices by O(e−2n) and adds a
new vertex that computes the appropriate NAND correctly with probability 1 − O(e−2n), so the
probability distribution of the resulting MRF is within a total variation distance of O(e−n) of the
probability distribution of the set of values taken by the gates and inputs of said circuit. So, if we
censor all vertices in this MRF except the ones corresponding to the outputs, we get a CMRF with
a probability distribution that is within O(e−n) of that produced by the algorithm.

Remark 39 We could have given some intermediate vertices very large biases in order to essen-
tially force them to take on certain values. If we did so, then this would prove that we can create
a CMRF that essentially generates a random certificate for an NP problem instance of our choice
and then performs an efficient computation of our choice on it.

Among other things, that would allow us to create a CMRF that finds the algorithm that encodes
to a given value with a given encryption scheme and public key, and then uses that algorithm to gen-
erate a sample. Assuming standard cryptographic assumptions are true, that means that knowing
the parameters of such a CMRF tells us essentially nothing about how it behaves.
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Appendix E. High girth high temperature CMRFs

In this section we show that if a high temperature CMRF additionally has high girth then we can
learn to within earthmover distance of o(n). The main advantage of the high-girth setting is that
is much easier to identify observed nodes that are close to any fixed observed node. Thus, we can
use a much more efficient procedure the one in Lemma 19 to identify the vertices in S that are in a
neighborhood of the vertex.

Our first step towards proving this will be to establish that in a high girth high temperature
CMRF, any pair of nearby vertices with high-weight edges on the short path connecting them have
a high correlation. More formally, we have the following.

Lemma 40 Let b ≥ δ > 0 and d, r, and n be positive integers such that bd < 1. Next, let
θ ∈ [−b, b]n and M be an n × n symmetric matrix such that Mi,i = 0 for all i, |Mi,j | ≤ b for
all i and j, for each i there are at most d values of j for which Mi,j 6= 0, and every cycle in the
weighted graph with adjacency matrix M has length greater than r. Also, call this graph G. Next,
let v 6= u ∈ G such that there is a path of length r′ between them for some r′ < r/2, and every
edge in that path has a weight with an absolute value of at least δ. After that, let X ∼ I(M,θ). Then

|P[Xv = 1|Xu = 1]− P[Xv = 1|Xu = −1]| ≥ e−4r′ tanhr
′
(δ)− 2(bd)r/2

1− bd

Proof Let v0, ..., vr′ be the shortest path from v to u, where v0 = v and vr′ = u. Next, for each 0 ≤
i, let Si be the set of all vertices in G that are exactly i edges away from v. Also, let S≥i = ∪j≥iSj
and S<i = ∪j<iSj for all i. Now, observe that the subgraph of G induced by S<r/2 is a tree, so we

can compute the value of P
[
Xv = 1

∣∣∣XS≥r/2 = xS≥r/2 , Xu = xu

]
by means of belief propagation

for any x ∈ {−1, 1}n. More precisely, if we set N ′(w) = {w′ : Mw,w′ 6= 0, d(v, w′) > d(v, w)}
and

pw(x) =

xw if w = u or d(v, w) ≥ r/2∑
x′∈{−1,1} x

′ex
′θw

∏
w′∈N′(w)[1+x′ tanh(Mw,w′ )pw′ (x)]∑

x′∈{−1,1} e
x′θw

∏
w′∈N′(w)[1+x′ tanh(Mw,w′ )pw′ (x)]

otherwise

for all w then P
[
Xv = 1

∣∣∣XS≥r/2 = xS≥r/2 , Xu = xu

]
= (pv(x) + 1)/2 for all x ∈ {−1, 1}n.

Now, let x, x? ∈ {−1, 1}n such that xu = 1, x?u = −1, and x−u = x?−u. For all w not on the
path between v and u, it must be the case that pw(x) = pw(x?) because either d(v, w) ≥ r/2 or
none of the elements of N ′(w) are on the path from v to u either, so this follows by induction on
dr/2e − d(v, w). Now, observe that |pu(x)− pu(x?)| = 2. Next, let Qw,w′ = tanh(Mw,w′)pw′(x)
and Q?w,w′ = tanh(Mw,w′)pw′(x

?) for all w and w′. The bounds on the entries of M imply that
|Qw,w′ |, |Q?w,w′ | ≤ tanh(b) for all w and w′. For any 0 ≤ i < r′,
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|pvi(x)− pvi(x?)|

=

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑

x′∈{−1,1} x
′ex
′θvi
∏
w′∈N ′(vi)

[
1 + x′Qvi,w′

]∑
x′∈{−1,1} e

x′θvi
∏
w′∈N ′(vi)

[
1 + x′Qvi,w′

] − ∑x′∈{−1,1} x
′ex
′θvi
∏
w′∈N ′(vi)

[
1 + x′Q?vi,w′

]
∑

x′∈{−1,1} e
x′θvi

∏
w′∈N ′(vi)

[
1 + x′Q?vi,w′

]
∣∣∣∣∣∣

=

∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
∑

x′∈{−1,1} x
′∏

w′∈N ′(vi)
[
1 + x′Qvi,w′

]
·
[
1− x′Q?vi,w′

]
∑

x′∈{−1,1} e
x′θvi

∏
w′∈N ′(vi)

[
1 + x′Qvi,w′

]
·
∑

x′∈{−1,1} e
x′θvi

∏
w′∈N ′(vi)

[
1 + x′Q?vi,w′

]
∣∣∣∣∣∣

≥

∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
∑

x′∈{−1,1} x
′∏

w′∈N ′(vi)
[
1 + x′Qvi,w′

]
·
[
1− x′Q?vi,w′

]
4e2b(1 + tanh(b))2d

∣∣∣∣∣∣
=

∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
∑

x′∈{−1,1} x
′ [1 + x′Qvi,vi+1

]
·
[
1− x′Q?vi,vi+1

]∏
w′∈N ′(vi):w 6=vi+1

[
1−Q2

vi,w′

]
4e2b(1 + tanh(b))2d

∣∣∣∣∣∣
=

4
∣∣∣Qvi,vi+1 −Q?vi,vi+1

∣∣∣∏w′∈N ′(vi):w 6=vi+1

[
1−Q2

vi,w′

]
4e2b(1 + tanh(b))2d

≥
tanh(δ)

∣∣pvi+1(x)− pvi+1(x?)
∣∣ (1− tanh2(b))d

e2b(1 + tanh(b))2d

=
tanh(δ)

∣∣pvi+1(x)− pvi+1(x?)
∣∣ (1− tanh(b))d

e2b(1 + tanh(b))d

=
tanh(δ)

∣∣pvi+1(x)− pvi+1(x?)
∣∣

e2be2bd

≥
tanh(δ)

∣∣pvi+1(x)− pvi+1(x?)
∣∣

e4

Repeated application of this implies that |pv(x)− pv(x?)| ≥ 2e−4r′ tanhr
′
(δ), and thus that∣∣∣P [Xv = 1

∣∣∣XS≥r/2 = xS≥r/2 , Xu = 1
]
− P

[
Xv = 1

∣∣∣XS≥r/2 = xS≥r/2 , Xu = −1
]∣∣∣ ≥ e−4r′ tanhr

′
(δ)

Now, recall that∣∣∣P [Xv = 1
∣∣∣XS≥r/2 = xS≥r/2 , Xu = 1

]
− P [Xv = 1|Xu = 1]

∣∣∣ ≤ (bd)r/2

1− bd

and moreover∣∣∣P [Xv = 1
∣∣∣XS≥r/2 = xS≥r/2 , Xu = −1

]
− P [Xv = 1|Xu = −1]

∣∣∣ ≤ (bd)r/2

1− bd

Therefore,

|P [Xv = 1|Xu = 1]− P [Xv = 1|Xu = −1]| ≥ e−4r′ tanhr
′
(δ)− 2(bd)r/2

1− bd
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Algorithm 3 H(n,m, S, ρ0, PX) - HIGHGIRTHSAMPLING

Input: The number of vertices n, a positive integer m, the set of visible vertices S, a positive real
number ρ0, and a sampling oracle for the CMRF, PX .
Output: An attempt at a fresh sample from the CMRF.
for 0 ≤ i < m do

draw X(i) ∼ PX .
end for
for v, u ∈ S do

set ρv,u to the empirical correlation between Xv and Xu on these samples.
end for
for v ∈ S do
Sv := {u ∈ S : u 6= v, |ρv,u| ≥ ρ0}.

end for
for v ∈ S do

define fv : {−1, 1}n−1 → [0, 1] so that fv(x) = |{i : X
(i)
v = 1, X

(i)
Sv

= xSv}|/|{i : X
(i)
Sv

=
xSv}|.

end for
return Γ̃(f, {1}n, n ln(n)).

In particular, this means that given a vertex v in a high temperature high girth CMRF, we can
find all visible vertices that are connected to v by short paths with large edge weights by finding all
vertices that are highly correlated with v. So, we can generate samples from a probability distri-
bution approximating a given high temperature high girth CMRF by drawing some samples, using
them to find all pairs of vertices with sufficiently high correlations, defining functions to estimate
the probability that those vertices are 1 based on the values of the vertices that are highly correlated
with them, and then running Γ̃. More formally, we can use the following algorithm.

This can learn high temperature high girth CMRFs in the following sense.

Theorem 41 Let b and d be positive constants such that bd < 1/2. Next, let n be a positive integer,
r = ω(1), and θ ∈ [−b, b]n. Also, let M be an n × n symmetric matrix such that Mi,i = 0 for
all i, |Mi,j | ≤ b for all i and j, for each i there are at most d values of j for which Ai,j 6= 0,
and every cycle in the weighted graph with adjacency matrix M has length greater than r. Finally,
let S ⊆ [n]. Then the probability distribution of H

(
n, n, S, 1/ ln(ln(n)), IS,(M,θ)

)
is within an

earthmover distance of o(n) of IS,(M,θ).

Proof First, let X ∼ IS,(M,θ), and observe that e−2bd−2b/2 ≤ P[Xv = 1] ≤ 1 − e−2bd−2b/2 for
any v ∈ [n]. There are O(n2) pairs of vertices that H attempts to estimate the correlations between,
and it has n samples, so with probability 1 − o(1) all of its estimates are within 1/2 ln(ln(n)) of
the true values. If this holds then for each v, every element of Sv will be within a distance of
O(log(log(log(n)))) of v by the corollary to lemma 26, which implies that |Sv| = o(log(n)). That
in turn implies that with probability 1− o(1), for each v there will be at least

√
n samples in which

the vertices in Sv take on each possible value. So,

|fv(x)− P[Xv = 1|XSv = xSv ]| ≤ 1/ ln(n)
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for all v and x with probability 1− o(1). Now, let r′ = 3
√

min(r, ln(ln(ln(n)))) and δ = e−r
′
.

One can easily check that e−4r′ tanhr
′
(δ) = ω(1/ ln(ln(n))+(bd)r/2), so by lemma 40, Sv contains

every vertex that is connected to v by a path of length at most r′ in which every edge has a weight
of absolute value at least δ for every v with probability 1− o(1). If this holds, then by corollary 28
there exists ε = e−Ω(r′) such that∣∣P[Xv = 1|XSv = xSv ]− P[Xv = 1|XS\{v} = xS\{v}]

∣∣ ≤ ε
for all v and x. That means that

|fv(x)− P[Xv = 1|XS\{v} = xS\{v}]| ≤ 1/ ln(n) + ε

for all v and x with probability 1 − o(1). So, the output of H
(
n, n, S, 1/ ln(ln(n)), IS,(M,θ)

)
is

within an earthmover distance of
(

2[1/ ln(n) + 2ε]/
(

1− bd
1−bd

)
+ o(1)

)
n = o(n) of IS,(M,θ) by

Theorem 31 and Corollary 27.

Remark 42 This argument would actually show that H
(
n, n, S, 1/ ln(ln(n)), IS,(M,θ)

)
is within

an earthmover distance of

ne−Ω( 3√r) + ne
−Ω
(

3
√

ln(ln(ln(n)))
)

of IS,(M,θ) if we were more careful about the exact asymptotics.

Appendix F. Statistical/Computational gap for learning general CMRFs

In the main results of this section we show that there is an exponential time algorithm that learns
to sample any CMRF from a polynomial number of sample, but doing it in polynomial time is hard
assuming the existence of one way functions.

F.1. Information-theoretic learning of general CMRFs

Given unlimited computational resources, we could brute force the task of learning a CMRF from
samples by making a list of CMRFs such that every CMRF with n vertices is within total variation
distance o(1) of at least one of them and then checking which one best fits the observed samples.
More formally, we have the following.

Theorem 43 There exists an algorithm A running in time 2n
O(1)

such that given any CMRF on
n vertices, A takes a polynomial number of samples from the CMRF as input, and returns the
parameters of a CMRF that is within total variation distanceO(1/n2) of it with probability 1−o(1).

Note that the CMRF this algorithm returns will also be within an earthmover distance ofO(1/n)
of the original CMRF with high probability. Our first step towards proving this is to show that we
can use samples to narrow our list of candidate CMRFs down to one that approximates the target
distribution well, which will require the following lemma, see. e.g. Le Cam (2012) for similar
statements.
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Lemma 44 Let k = ω(1), ε,m > 0, P be a probability distribution on {−1, 1}m, P0, ..., Pk be
probability distributions on {−1, 1}m such that TV (P, P0) ≤ ε and the probability of drawing x
from P or from Pi is at least e−m for all x ∈ {−1, 1}m and all 0 ≤ i ≤ k. Now, letX1, ..., XT ∼ P
and choose j which maximizes the probability that a series of samples drawn from Pj would be
(X1, ..., XT ). Then TV (P, Pj) ≤ 4

√
4m2 ln(k)/T +

√
emε/2 with probability 1− o(1).

Proof First, for each 0 ≤ j ≤ k and x ∈ {−1, 1}m, let pj(x) be the probability Pj assigns to x.
We know that j was chosen to maximize

∏T
t=1 pi(Xt). Now, observe that e−m ≤ pj(Xt) ≤ 1 and

E[ln(pj(Xt))] = H(P )−DKL(P ||Pj) for all j and t. So,

P

[∣∣∣∣∣ 1

T

T∑
t=1

ln(pj(Xt))− (H(P )−DKL(P ||Pj))

∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ ε′
]
≤ 2e−(ε′)2T/2m2

for all 0 ≤ j ≤ k and ε′ > 0 by a Chernoff bound. In particular, this means that∣∣∣∣∣ 1

T

T∑
t=1

ln(pj(Xt))− (H(P )−DKL(P ||Pj))

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤√4m2 ln(k)/T

for all j with probability 1 − o(1). We know that
∑T

t=1 ln(pi(Xt)) ≥
∑T

t=1 ln(p0(Xt)), so with
probability 1− o(1) it will be the case that

DKL(P ||Pi)−DKL(P ||P0) ≤
√

16m2 ln(k)/T

Next, observe that DKL(P ||P0) ≤ em · TV (P, P0) ≤ emε because every possible value of x
occurs with probability at least e−m under both distributions. On the flip side, DKL(P ||Pj) ≥
2TV 2(P, Pj) for all j. So, TV (P, Pj) ≤ 4

√
4m2 ln(k)/T +

√
emε/2 with probability 1− o(1), as

desired.

This means that if we can find a list of CMRFs of at most exponential length such that at least
one of them is within a total variation distance of o(e−n) of the desired distribution, then the brute
force search will suceed at finding a CMRF that is within o(1) of the desired distribution. The
obvious idea would be to round all edge weights and biases to the nearest multiple of e−2n, but
that could run into trouble with CMRFs in which some of the weights are superexponentially large.
Instead, we will argue that the following algorithm converts every CMRF into a similar CMRF that
is a member of a manageably sized list.

We claim that this algorithm will always output an MRF that is a good approximation of its
input, and that it has a manageably small number of possible outputs for fixed ε and n. A little more
formally we have the following:

Lemma 45 For any given ε > 0 and positive integer n, there are at most 2n
3+n(2+1/ε)n

2
possible

outputs of MRFLISTCONVERSION(I, ε, n) and for any I the output of MRFLISTCONVERSION(I, ε, n)
will always be within a total variation distance of 2nε of I .

Proof First, observe that the inequality rx′ ≤
PX∼I [X=x′]
PX∼I [X=x] ≤ rx′ + ε is equivalent to a pair of

linear inequalities on the parameters of I for all x, x′, rx′ . Also, I will satisfy it. As such, for any
given value of x and the rx′ , there will be a unique set of parameters with minimum sum of squares
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Algorithm 4 MRFLISTCONVERSION

Input: An MRF I , ε > 0 and n the number of vertices in I
Output: An MRF that is approximately the same as I
Choose x ∈ {−1, 1}n which maximizes PX∼I [X = x].
for x′ ∈ {−1, 1}n\{x} do

let rx′ = ε
⌊
PX∼I [X=x′]
εPX∼I [X=x]

⌋
.

end for
Let I be the MRF such that rx′ ≤

PX∼I [X=x′]
PX∼I [X=x] ≤ rx′ + ε for all x′ with the lowest possible sum

of its squared edge weights and biases.
return I .

that satisfies all of these constraints. Furthermore, there will be some set of equations of the form
PX∼I [X=x′]
PX∼I [X=x] = rx′ or PX∼I [X=x′]

PX∼I [X=x] = rx′ + ε such that the parameters of I will be the least square
solution to this system of equations.

An MRF on n variables has n + n(n − 1)/2 parameters, so any such system of equations is
equivalent to a system of n2 or fewer equations. rn will always be a multiple of ε with 0 ≤ rx′ ≤ 1
and for a fixed value of x, there are (2n − 1) possible values of x′, so there are (2n − 1)(2 + 1/ε)
possibilities for each equation. That means that there are 2n possible values of x and at most
[2n(2 + 1/ε)]n

2
possible systems of equations for a given value of x. That in turn means that there

are at most 2n
3+n(2 + 1/ε)n

2
possible outputs of MRFLISTCONVERSION(I, ε, n) as desired.

Now, let I = MRFListConversion(I, ε, n) and observe that
∣∣∣PX∼I [X=x′]
PX∼I [X=x] −

PX∼I [X=x′]
PX∼I [X=x]

∣∣∣ ≤ ε
for all x′. If PX∼I [X = x] ≥ PX∼I [X = x] then

TV (I, I) =
∑

x′∈{−1,1}n
max

(
PX∼I [X = x′]− PX∼I [X = x′], 0

)
≤

∑
x′∈{−1,1}n

max
(
PX∼I [X = x′]− PX∼I [X = x′], 0

)
/PX∼I [X = x]

≤
∑

x′∈{−1,1}n
max

(
PX∼I [X = x′]

PX∼I [X = x]
−

PX∼I [X = x′]

PX∼I [X = x]
, 0

)
≤ 2nε

Similarly, if PX∼I [X = x] < PX∼I [X = x] then

TV (I, I) =
∑

x′∈{−1,1}n
max

(
PX∼I [X = x′]− PX∼I [X = x′], 0

)
/PX∼I [X = x] ≤ 2nε

So, either way the total variation distance between the I and I will be at most 2nε as desired.

Combining Lemma 44 with Lemma 45 allows us to prove the theorem:
Proof Given a value n and the ability to sample from an unknown CMRF on n vertices, I , A will
do the following. First, it will find all possible outputs of MRFLISTCONVERSION(I ′, 8−n, n) and
then make a list I1, ..., Ir of all possible censorings of these MRFs with the same number of visible
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vertices as I , m. This list will have at most 2n
3+2n(8n + 2)n

2 ≤ 24n3+2n2+2n elements, and at least
one of them will be within a total variation distance of 4−n of I .

Now, let I? be the probability distribution attained by returning a random element of {−1, 1}m
with probability (2/e)m and taking a random sample from I otherwise. Similarly, for each 1 ≤ j ≤
r, let I?j be the probability distribution attained by returning a random element of {−1, 1}m with
probability (2/e)m and taking a random sample from Ij otherwise. Next, let T = 4m2(4n3 +2n2 +
2n)n8 and draw X1, ..., XT ∼ I?. Then, return Ij where j is chosen to maximize the probability
that a series of samples drawn from I?j would be (X1, ..., XT ).

There must exist k such that TV (I?, I?k) ≤ 4−n, so by lemma 44 the total variation distance
between I? and I?j will be at most 4

√
1/n8 + (e/4)n/2 with probability 1 − o(1). That in turn

means that TV (I, Ik) = O(1/n2) with probability 1−o(1). So, this algorithm suceeds in returning
a CMRF that is within total variation distance O(1/n2) of the target distribution with probability
1− o(1), as desired.

F.2. The computational hardness of learning a general CMRF

The algorithm from the previous subsection succeeds in learning an arbitrary CMRF with vanishing
error given a polynomial number of samples; however, it has an exponentially large run time. Is
there such an algorithm that runs in polynomial time? We would like to find an efficient algorithm
that learns any CMRF with earthmover distortion o(n). However, this probably does not exist. In
order to demonstrate that, we will show that we can construct a CMRF that assigns values to its
visible vertices by means of an arbitrary efficient randomized algorithm. Then we prove that this
implies it could set the visible vertices pseudorandomly in which case it would be computationally
intractible to learn their probability distribution. More formally we prove that:

Theorem 46 Let A be an algorithm that attempts to learn a CMRF from samples, runs in time
polynomial in the total number of vertices in the CMRF, and outputs a new value. If one way func-
tions exist, then there exists a family In of CMRFs with n visible vertices such that WIn(A, In) =
(1/2− o(1))n.

For the theorem we will use the following definition of one-way functions., see e.g. Goldreich
et al. (1986).

Definition 47 Given a sequence of domains Dk ⊆ {0, 1}k and of functions fk : Dk → Dk, f is a
one-way function if the following criteria hold:

1. There exists an algorithm that runs in poly(k) time and computes fk(x) for all k and x.

2. Given any polynomial time randomized algorithm A, any 1 ≤ i ≤ k3, and a random x in the
image of the i times composition of fk, the probability that f(A(x)) = x is bounded away
from 1 for all sufficiently large k.

3. ∪Dk is samplable.

In the rest of the section we prove Theorem 46. One important ingredient in the proof is the fact
that we can encode an arbitrary efficient computation, i.e., an arbitrary circuit in an MRF. This is
not a new idea, see e.g. Bogdanov et al. (2008), where a similar results was proven for the hard-core
model. For completeness we include the proof of the following in the appendix:
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Lemma 48 LetAn be an efficient randomized algorithm that samples from some probability distri-
bution on {−1, 1}n. Then there exists a series of CMRFs, Mn, such that Mn has n visible vertices,
a total number of vertices polynomial in n, and a probability distribution that is within a total
variation distance of O(e−n) from the probability distribution of the output of An.

We now prove Theorem 46.

Proof Goldreich et al. (1986) show that if one way functions exist then there exists a pseudorandom
function family fn : {0, 1}n × {0, 1}n → {0, 1}n such that f is efficiently computable and there
is no efficient algorithm that can distinguish f(s, ·) from a true random function for an unknown
random s ∈ {0, 1}n. In other words, the probability that an efficient algorithm can distinguish
between the output of f(s, ·) and a truly random function, is asymptotically smaller n−C for any C.
This implies in particular, that for any m ≤ 2n, an efficient algorithm cannot distinguish between
the distribution of (f(s, U1), f(s, U2), . . . , f(s, Ut)) and (yU1 , . . . , yUt) where Ui are i.i.d. uniform
in 0, . . . ,m− 1.

Let A = An be an algorithm (or a sequence of circuits) which uses O(nc) samples and attempts
to learn to sample a CMRF with n observed nodes. By Lemma 48, for any given n > 0, s ∈ {0, 1}n,
and 0 < m ≤ 2n there exists a CMRF I(n,s,m) with size polynomial in n, with n visible vertices
that are almost always assigned to a value corresponding to f(s, x) for some random 0 ≤ x < m
(this is true since we can efficiently sample 0 ≤ x ≤ m and then efficiently compute f(s, x)).

Now, consider randomly selecting s ∈ {0, 1}n and using A to attempt to learn I(n,s,nc+1). Also,
randomly select x1, ..., xnc+1 ∈ {0, 1}n and let I ′ be the probability distribution that selects one
of the xi uniformly at random. The pseudorandomness of f implies that no efficient algorithm can
distinguish between I(n,s,nc+1) and I ′ with nonvanishing advantage. If we ranA on I ′ then its output
would have to have a hamming distance of at least n/2 − O(

√
n log(n)) from all the xi it had not

seen with probability 1 − o(1) simply because any element of {0, 1}n is at least that far from the
closest of nc+1 random values with high probability. Furthermore, givenO(nc+1 log(n)) additional
random samples from I ′ or I(n,s,nc+1) one can determine the distance between the output of A and
the closest value of I ′ or I(n,s,nc+1) that was not included in the set of samples A received. So,
the fact that one can not efficiently distinguish I(n,s,nc+1) from I ′ implies that when A attempts to
learn I(n,s,nc+1) its output is at least n/2 − O(

√
n log(n)) away from all values of I(n,s,nc+1) that

it has not seen with high probability. The values that it has seen account for o(1) of the probability
distribution, so this implies that for a fixed set of samples A could have received, the probability
distribution of its output is an earthmover distance of n/2 − o(n) away from I(n,s,nc+1) with high
probability.

Remark 49 One potential criticism of the result above is that the overwhelming majority of the
vertices are censored. It is easy to modify the reduction by giving each visible vertex a large set
of additional visible vertices that are equal to it with high probability. In this case, most of the
vertices would be visible, and it would still be intractable to find a probability distribution within a
nontrivial earthmover distance of it.

Remark 50 This theorem proves that no efficient learning algorithm can find a probability dis-
tribution within a nontrivial earthmover distance of an arbitrary CMRF. One could try to find an
algorithm that learns a CMRF based on some other criterion, but there are not a lot of obvious
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options. Slight variations of the argument in the theorem also show that it is impossible for any
efficient algorithm to learn to estimate the probability distribution of a vertex conditioned on the
values of any large subset of other vertices.
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